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ABSTRACT
A parametric geometry definition for a generic turbofan na-
celle was developed for use in preliminary design, based on
Class-Shape Transformation curves. This takes as input a set
of six intuitive variables which describe the main dimensions of
a nacelle. This set is the same set of inputs as required by a pre-
liminary nacelle design method to which the aerodynamic prop-
erties of resulting shapes were compared. An automated compu-
tational fluid simulation process was developed and implemented
which generates meshes and quickly conducts an analysis of the
resulting nacelle shapes using a commercial code. Several ge-
ometries were generated and analysed using this process to show
whether the aerodynamic properties of the generated shapes are
in line with the expected performance of a fan cowl of equal di-
mensions. It was found that the aerodynamic performance of
the parametric fan cowls significantly exceeds predictions from
an established preliminary fan cowl design method and is very
close in performance to existing designs. The drag of an equiv-
alent parametric fan cowl can therefore be used as a predictor
of nacelle performance with greater accuracy than established
preliminary design methods. It is therefore suited as a tool to
develop improved preliminary design methods, and for studies of
the design space for preliminary nacelle design.
∗Address all correspondence to this author.
NOMENCLATURE
Abbreviations
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CRM Common Research Model
CST Class-Shape Transformation










cD,re f drag at reference conditions (M=0.5, MFCR=1.0)
fi f non-dimensional initial forebody radius
fmax non-dimensional position of maximum nacelle radius
g1...g6 non-dimensional fan cowl design variables




MDR drag rise Mach number
MFCR mass-flow capture ratio
N number of points in a CFD grid
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n degree of Bernstein polynomial
P pressure
r radial coordinate
rFF radius of the far-field domain
ri f initial forebody radius: radius of curvature at nacelle
highlight
rmax maximum nacelle radius
S shape function
T temperature






∞ at upstream infinity
hi nacelle highlight
T total quantity
te nacelle trailing edge
INTRODUCTION
Due to constantly increasing bypass ratios, engine integra-
tion in general and nacelle design in particular is becoming an
increasingly important tool to minimize the aerodynamic penalty
of cowls around ever larger fans. In this context, nacelle drag
needs to be regarded early on in the engine design process in
order to weigh the benefits of increasing bypass ratio against
the increase in nacelle drag. However, preliminary design (PD)
methods for nacelles are based on limited experimental data ob-
tained from either NACA1-type nacelle geometries or variations
of these [1] [2], which may not be representative of modern na-
celles.
Class-Shape-Transformation (CST) curves [3] can be used
to construct aerodynamically beneficial shapes and have so far
mostly been applied to airfoil geometries [4]. It has been found
that they are especially suited for preliminary airfoil design pur-
poses since they can model smooth shapes with fewer degrees of
freedom than alternative curve types [5]. CST curves have also
been suggested for representation of podded engine nacelles [6].
This has been applied for full optimisation scenarios of inlet
ducts [7], though not for the purpose of preliminary design of
fan cowls.
The aim of this work is to develop a parametric geometry
definition for a generic turbofan nacelle to study preliminary de-
sign problems of fan cowl geometries. The geometry of both fan
cowl and intake is based on CST curves whose coefficients are
computed to match a set of constraints on the curve which reflect
the values of six intuitive design variables, using the method de-
scribed by Christie et al. [8]. An efficient CFD model to rapidly
assess drag of axisymmetric nacelles across a range of operating
conditions was developed and validated. An automated CFD pro-
cess was then implemented to generate geometries and meshes,
and to conduct drag analyses for different geometries. Using
these tools, an analysis of the drag characteristics of the para-
metric geometry was conducted to test its utility for preliminary
design studies. Since preliminary design attempts to predict the
performance of a finished design from a reduced set of design
variables, the aerodynamic performance of the generated shapes
needs to be close to that of fully optimised designs, and the offset
in performance between full designs and the simpler parametric
shapes should be consistent within the design space. This means
that while absolute nacelle drag of the simpler shapes may not
be equal to that of a full design, the effects of design changes on
drag should be represented well in the simplified model.
The preliminary design method described in ESDU/
81024 [1] was used as a baseline for a preliminary design code.
It is mainly based on the performance of NACA1-type fan cowls
which have 5 design variables. For predictions below below
M=0.6, it also includes data from nacelles with different fore-
body geometries [9], based on the same 6 design variables used
to construct the parametric geometry introduced in this paper.
This code was used as a low-order comparison which an im-
proved PD method should be able to outperform, thus the para-
metric fan cowls are expected to have better properties than pre-
dicted by the ESDU code.
As a higher-order baseline, an existing design for a through-
flow nacelle was used. This tests the ability of the parametric ge-
ometry to generate shapes which approximate the drag character-
istics of a realistic existing design, based on the same 6 variables
used by the preliminary design code.
METHODOLOGY
CST curves
Class Shape Transformation (CST) curves [3] are the prod-
uct of a class function, C(ψ), and a shape function, S(ψ), added
to a term which determines the vertical offset between the end-
points [3]:







The class function defines a basic profile, to which the shape
function is then applied as a modifier. The class function used in
this study is suggested for airfoil shapes [3]:
C(ψ) = ψ[1−ψ]0.5 f or 0 ≤ ψ ≤ 1 (2)
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Geometry created with unweighted shape function
Geometry created with weighted shape function
FIGURE 1: Example of a shape function based on a Bernstein
polynomial with weighting coefficients
As the shape function, Bernstein polynomials (Eqn. 3) are com-














The Bernstein polynomial forms a partition of unity, indepen-
dent of its order n, i.e., the n + 1 Bernstein polynomials sum
to one, while the contributions of the individual terms change
with ψ . The shape function can be defined by applying coeffi-
cients to the individual terms in the Bernstein polynomial func-
tion (Eqn. 4). Becausue the terms in the Bernstein polynomial
are infinitely derivable, this always creates an infinitely deriv-








ψ i · (1−ψ)n−1
)]
(4)
Multiplying the shape function shown in Figure 1 with the ba-
sic airfoil class function (Eqn. 2) results in the combined shape
shown in Figure 2.
Parametric Geometry
The parametric fan cowl geometry definition aims to rep-
resent the external aero-lines of a nacelle with as few variables
as possible while allowing for realistic shapes. Because the para-
metric fan cowls have relatively few design variables, an offset in
aerodynamic performance between the resulting shapes and fully
optimised designs is unavoidable. While such an offset should be
small, it is acceptable in preliminary design as long as it consis-
tently reflects the effects of design changes on performance. The
main geometric dimensions which impact aerodynamic fan cowl
performance were identified and are shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 2: Geometry created with a unit shape function (thus
equal to class function) and with a shape function perturbed by
Bernstein polynomial weighting coefficients (Figure 1)
FIGURE 3: The parameters used to specify the nacelle geometry
Of these measures, rhi, rte and lnac are used to define the end-
points of the fan cowl curve. The other parameters are used to
derive constraints on a 5th order CST curve which forms the fan
cowl geometry: ri f constrains the curvature at the leading edge;
rmax constrains the function value at position lnac · fmax and the
tangent at this point; The boat-tail angle βnac determines the tan-
gent at the trailing edge. The applied constraints are shown in
Figure 4. In addition to the constraints which enforce the design
variables, curvature at the nacelle trailing edge was constrained
to zero, independent of the design variables. This additional con-
straint was found to create more consistent geometries than un-
constrained curvature. Zero curvature at the trailing edge also al-
lows curvature-continuous blending with conical extensions. In
aerodynamic terms, the effect of reducing curvature is to increase
the pressure coefficient at the trailing edge, which decreases drag.
To allow investigation of the fan cowl shapes, intake aero-
lines had to be created as well. Since intake performance was
not part of the investigation, the parameterisation and the design
was chosen with the aim of creating a neutral intake which has as
little influence on flow over the fan cowl as possible, and is able
to operate at as large a range of mass-flows and Mach numbers as
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FIGURE 4: Constraints used to impose the parameters shown in
Figure 3
possible. The design also needs to be consistently independent
of fan cowl design. The parameterisation uses a similar approach
as for the fan cowl (see Figure 4). Curvature across the highlight
was equal to that of the fan cowl to avoid a jump in curvature
which might affect fan cowl performance. The contraction ratio
from highlight to throat was set to 1.25, to allow investigation of
large mass-flow capture ratios without choking the intake. The
length of the intake was chosen to be about 1.4 times the high-
light radius, which allows for a long diffuser, and the throat was
positioned at approximately 20% of intake length. The fan ra-
dius was chosen to be 98% of the highlight radius. The intake
curve parametrisation constrains curvature at the highlight, lo-
cation and tangent at the throat, and tangent at the downstream
end. In addition, both second and third derivative of the diffuser
at the fan face were constrained to zero. While this may have
a slight negative impact on diffuser performance, it was found
that it helps to avoid unwanted additional inflections of the curve
and made resulting diffuser geometries less dependent on ri f .
Within this study the geometric proportions given above were
kept constant. This way the intake geometry is always scaled to
the highlight diameter with matching curvature at the highlight,
to achieve the goal of generating intake lines which behave con-
sistently and do not interfere with the flow on the fan cowl.
A software tool was written in Python which implements
the parametrisation. It uses the method of analytical CST curve-
fitting shown by Christie et al. [8] to determine the Bernstein
coefficients required to fit curves to the constraints using an ana-
lytical approach, and outputs fan cowl and intake geometries for
mesh generation.
To generalise the parameterisation described above, a set of
non-dimensional design variables was defined, based on the di-
mensional values shown in Figure 3. The non-dimensional vari-
ables are shown in Table 1. Maximum radius and nacelle length
are simply referenced to highlight radius; fmax is already non-
dimensional. The non-dimensional variable for the initial fore-
body radius, fi f , is a generalisation of the definition of NACA1-
type forebodies [11] ( fi f = 0.546 for NACA1-type fore-bodies).
The non-dimensionalized trailing edge radius is defined as the
slope of a straight line formed by the highlight and trailing edge
points. The boat-tail angle is given in degrees. The absolute
dimensions of a nacelle are defined by the six non-dimensional











g3 fmax location of maximum radius
g4 fi f =
ri f · fmaxlnac
(rmax − rhi)







TABLE 1: Non-dimensional design variables for the parametric
fan cowl geometry
Simulation Methodology
The following sections explain how the simulations of fan
cowl performance were conducted, which boundary conditions
were used and which definition for nacelle drag was applied. To
assure reliable results, both a domain sensitivity study and a mesh
convergence study were conducted.
CFD Solver ANSYS Fluent v15 [12] was used as the
CFD solver. Computations were carried out using the Reynolds-
Averaged Navier-Stokes, implicit, density-based approach cou-
pled with the SST k-ω turbulence model. Air was modelled as
an ideal compressible gas according to kinetic theory. Variable
viscosity was calculated using Sutherlands law. The solution
method was a cell-centered implicit time-stepping scheme us-
ing the Roe-FDS scheme for flux calculation, and Green-Gauss
node-based gradient evaluation. Second order, upwind discreti-
sations were utilised for the convection terms. Solutions were
deemed to be converged when all scaled residuals reached a value
below 1× 10−5 and coefficients for forces on all walls were ei-
ther constant or not oscillating by more than 10−5 over 100 iter-
ations.
2D axisymmetric CFD model To allow sufficiently
quick turnaround of simulation results, all nacelle geometries
were regarded as 2D axisymmetric, thus no incidence effects
were regarded. This is sufficient to extract the main drag charac-
teristics of a design and is a common simplification in prelimi-
nary design contexts [1, 2]. The geometry incorporates nacelle
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and intake lines created using the parametric CST shapes de-
scribed above. At the position of the fan, a pressure-exit bound-
ary condition was employed. Predefined mass-flow capture ra-
tios were simulated by setting target mass-flow according to the
MFCR and ambient conditions. This causes the solver to iterate
on the exit pressure to achieve the desired mass-flow. For the rear
of the nacelle, a datum nozzle geometry was used, which consists
of a total-pressure inflow boundary condition and cylindrical, in-
viscid walls. The total pressure and temperature specified at the
boundary is the same as on the far field, thus the outflow velocity
of the expanded nozzle stream is equal to the ambient velocity.
The configuration is shown in Figure 5.
FIGURE 5: View of one of the two-dimensional axisymmetric
meshes used in this study, representing fan cowl and intake, in-
dicating boundary conditions used in the simulations
Domain Sensitivity Study The flow domain was de-
fined using a semi-circular far-field boundary. Four different
radii of the far field (rFF ) were used for the domain sensitiv-
ity study: 60, 70, 80 and 90 times the maximum nacelle radius
(rmax). Figure 6 shows extracted nacelle drag as a function of the
domain size. Moving from rFF/rmax = 70 to rFF/rmax = 80 only
incurs a relative change below 0.004%, therefore rFF/rmax = 80
was accepted as a sufficient domain size.
Meshing For meshing of 2D axisymmetric cases, AN-
SYS ICEM CFD [13] was used to create fully structured meshes
for nacelle geometries. The boundary layer blocks on fan cowl
and intake use 50 cells and the first wall distance results in a y+1
below 1. In order to capture and resolve compressible shocks on
the fan cowl, the maximum element size on the surface was lim-
ited to 1/110th of the nacelle length, resulting in 190 cells along
the outside of a nacelle. The intake duct was resolved with 112
cells in radial direction. Figure 5 shows one of the 2D meshes
used in this study, which has approximately 39000 cells.
A grid convergence study was conducted using during which





































FIGURE 6: Nacelle drag variation over ratio of domain radius
to maximum nacelle radius. ”Drag increment” is the relative
change of drag from the next smaller domain size.
resulting in a coarse mesh of 11000 cells and a fine mesh of
155000 cells. Figure 7 shows the development of nacelle drag
over mesh density. It can be seen that all three meshes are in
the asymptotic range since the drag does scale linearly with the
inverse of the number of points. In this case, Roache [14] rec-
ommends calculating the Grid Convergence Index (GCI) using
Equations 5 and 6, depending on whether the fine or the coarse
grid density is being used:
GCI f ine = 1.25
cD, f ine − cD,coarse
cD, f ine (rp −1)
(5)
GCIcoarse = 1.25r
p cD, f ine − cD,coarse
cD,coarse (rp −1)
(6)
In Equations 5 and 6, r is the ratio of cell sizes (2 in this
study), and p is the order of the numeric method (also 2 in this
case). For the medium grid, the result is 1.1% when using the
coarse and medium grid in Equation 5, and 0.9% when apply-
ing Equation 6 to the medium and fine grid. The estimated grid
convergence error was deemed acceptable, and the medium mesh
was used in all further CFD simulations.
Calculations and Drag Extraction Each of the para-
metric fan cowl geometries analysed in this report was simulated
at a range of operating conditions, varying the Mach number be-
tween 0.2 and 0.95. The mass-flow into the nacelle is given as
mass-flow capture ratio, defined in Equation 7 as the ratio be-











FIGURE 7: Influence of number of cells in the grid (N) on na-
celle drag. Inverse scaling for second-order accurate code in two
dimensions





The maximum achievable mass-flow capture ratio is Mach
number-dependent because the mass-flow which can pass
through the intake throat without choking the intake depends on
upstream Mach number. Therefore the range of mass-flow cap-
ture ratios was taken from 0.3 to 95% of the theoretical maximum
at any given Mach number. A Python script was written which
produces journal files for Fluent to conduct simulations and out-
put results at 224 separate operating conditions within the spec-
ified range. The results of these simulations were combined to
form a drag map which contains the modified standard nacelle
drag coefficient as a function of Mach number and MFCR. Due
to re-use of previous solutions, the solution time for one drag
map was less than 12 hours on a single compute cluster node
using two 6-core Intel Xeon E5620 processors.
For fan cowl drag extraction from the simulations, the
method shown by Christie [15] was used. This extracts the mod-
ified standard nacelle drag [16], which consists of the forces
on intake streamtube and fan cowl but does not regard post-exit
forces. Nacelle drag figures in this paper are given as drag coef-
ficients relative to the nacelle highlight area, using far-field dy-
namic pressure.
During test calculations it was found that the choice of noz-
zle geometry and boundary condition has a non-negligible influ-
ence on the drag extracted from the solution. This makes it im-
possible to directly compare nacelle drag from different sources
which use different nozzle configurations. The datum nozzle was
chosen to achieve a neutral flow with minimal post-exit forces.
This means minimizing jet entrainment effects by removing the
jet and reducing pressure forces on the nacelle afterbody by cre-
ating a nozzle flow as parallel to the axis as possible. The for-
mer is achieved by specifying ambient total values at the influx
boundary, the latter cannot be completely achieved since the fan
cowl geometry is not axis-parallel. Figure 8 shows the shape of
the nozzle streamtube and the Mach number distribution. It can
be seen that the streamtube contracts slightly downstream of the
nacelle, and that pressure in the nozzle plane is increased com-
pared to far-field conditions. This pressure increase cannot be
avoided and depends both on the boat-tail angle and on the dis-
placement of the exit streamtube. Compared to the datum noz-
zle setup, an engine with separate exhausts will produce a jet
of smaller displacement, and thus lower pressure in the nozzle
plane. However, wind tunnel measurements of nacelle drag of-
ten employ a straight cylindrical sting [17] which has a larger dis-
placement, thus creates a stronger pressure increase in the nozzle
plane.
FIGURE 8: Flow around the rear of a datum-nozzle nacelle
at M∞ = 0.86 (vertical and horizontal coordinates use different
scales). The streamtrace shows the boundary between nozzle
flow and exterior flow field.
These effects cause an offset in nacelle drag data produced
in wind tunnels, such as the data used to derive the correlations in
the preliminary design code ESDU 81024 [1], compared to drag
figures from simulations using either datum nozzles or separate
exhausts. For this reason, drag comparisons between the CFD
model and the preliminary design code were not conducted on
raw drag figures but the difference between drag and reference
drag which is defined in this paper as the drag of a given nacelle
at M=0.5, MFCR=1.0. Where several datasets from CFD and the
ESDU method are compared, all results from one method use the
same reference drag appropriate for the method. This is done to
preserve the ability to compare changes of reference drag within
the two groups of datasets.
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RESULTS
Several nacelle shapes were generated and their aerody-
namic properties analysed to investigate the properties of the
parametric geometry definition. The effects of most of the design
variables shown in Figure 3 have been studied and published for
NACA1-type cowls [1, 2], and are therefore input variables for
the preliminary design code. The initial forebody radius (ri f ) for
these fan cowls is fixed or is only investigated on a limited basis.
However, ri f is an input variable for the proposed parametric ge-
ometry. For this reason, a set of geometries with varying ri f was
regarded and compared geometrically to NACA1 nacelles and to
the prediction of the preliminary design code [1]. The results
are used to discuss the utility of ri f in preliminary design, and
the utility of using the proposed parametric nacelle model in the
context of preliminary design.
To test the extent to which the parametric fan cowl shapes
represent the geometrical and aerodynamical characteristics of
final designs of equal proportions, the known geometry of an ex-
isting fan cowl was reconstructed from the six measures shown
in Figure 3 using the parametric geometry. The resulting drag
characteristics are then compared to those of the original shape,
and to results from the ESDU 81024 method [1], using the
same variables as input. The indicators used in this compari-
son were spillage curves at subsonic Mach number (0.5), at tran-
sonic Mach number (0.82), and the wave drag rise curve at cruise
MFCR (0.75).
Variation of initial forebody radius
The ESDU preliminary design code can make predictions in
the transonic regime only for nacelles of the NACA1-type. These
have a fixed fi f = 0.546. To investigate how initial forebody
radius affects the transonic characteristics of the parametric fan
cowls, a comparison was conducted with three different fi f but
otherwise constant design variables. The variables chosen are
shown in Table 2.









g3 fmax 0.40 ” ”
g4 fi f =
ri f · fmaxlnac
(rmax − rhi)
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TABLE 2: Sets of non-dimensional design variables for compar-
ison between the CFD model and preliminary design code
Geometry The preliminary design method from ESDU
[1] is based mostly on measurements on NACA1-type cowls
which consist of a forebody derived from NACA1 airfoils [11],
a straight cylindrical mid-body and a circular arc transitioning
to conical section. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the geome-
try of the parametric fan cowl generated from dataset B and its
curvature distribution with the same data for a NACA1-type fan
cowl using the same dataset. The latter geometry is the internal
representation of the same geometry configuration in the ESDU
code, for predictions in the transonic regime. The parametric de-
sign applies a similar but more regular reduction in curvature
from the highlight to the mid-body, compared to the NACA1
forebody. Because the CST profile provides continuous curva-
ture over the rear part of the fan cowl rather than using a short
circular arc, it does not require as small radii of curvature in the
rear region. This is an advantage aerodynamically, because small
radii of curvature potentially increase wave drag and the sharp
changes in curvature of the NACA1-type nacelle contribute to
separation. A possible drawback of the continuous curvature is






















case B, parametric cowl
NACA1-type, curv.
case B, parametric, curv.
FIGURE 9: Comparison of fan cowl geometry and curvature dis-
tribution of the parametric shape and an equivalent NACA1-type
fan cowl for dataset B. Radial coordinate and radius of curvature
are given as a fraction of highlight radius.
Drag characteristics Parametric shapes were generated
using the three sets of design variables in Table 2 and CFD simu-
lations conducted to compute the drag maps for the nacelles. The
results were compared to predictions by the ESDU 81024 code
for the same sets of input variables. The drag coefficients from
the preliminary design code are not directly comparable to those
extracted from the CFD simulations with datum nozzle (see sec-
tion ”Calculations and Drag Extraction”). All CFD results shown
in this section use the reference drag coefficient of the paramet-
ric fan cowl B as a baseline, while the results from the ESDU
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preliminary design code use the reference drag predicted by the
ESDU code for the same nacelle.
Figure 10 shows a comparison of spillage drag for the
three different nacelles and the corresponding predictions by the
ESDU [1] method. While the CFD model does predict modest
differences in reference drag (up to 1.5%) between the differ-
ent geometries, case B having the lowest drag, the ESDU code
predicts only minimal differences. The drag slope in all three
CFD cases is lower than predicted by the ESDU code, and the
sudden rise in spillage drag predicted by the preliminary de-
sign code does not occur in the CFD model at all. This predic-
tion is likely due to the fact that the non-curvature-cuntinuous
nacelles on which the ESDU method is based show strongly
defined separation, while no separations were observed on the
curvature-continues parametric nacelles. It should also be noted
that the preliminary design code predicts that the onset of spillage
drag reduces continuously with increasing initial forebody ra-
dius, while CFD only shows this effect between the two first de-





















FIGURE 10: CFD results for drag at M=0.5 for the different ge-
ometries, and the ESDU 81024 predictions for the same cases as
well as the standard NACA1 initial forebody radius.
The CFD results in Figure 10 favour case B, and the re-
sults from the preliminary design code confirm that the stan-
dard NACA1 forebody radius has disadvantages, even in sub-
sonic conditions, although the PD code finds these differences
only at mass-flow capture ratios below 0.5. The results for wave
drag rise Mach number are shown in Table 3. At free-stream
Mach numbers higher than 0.6, the ESDU method cannot give
predictions for non-standard values of fi f , therefore the drag rise
Mach number prediction from the ESDU code uses the standard
NACA1 initial forebody radius. Again the best-performing de-
sign in the CFD model is case B. The preliminary design method
under-predicts the achievable drag rise Mach number by 0.037.
This would not be acceptable in a preliminary design environ-
ment and is due to the limitation of the ESDU PD code to
NACA1 forebodies, which do not perform well in supercritical
flow [17].
case fi f MDR
ESDU (NACA1) 0.546 0.833
CFD (case A) 0.637 0.857
CFD (case B) 0.796 0.868
CFD (case C) 1.115 0.845
TABLE 3: Drag rise Mach numbers at MFCR=0.75 for the differ-
ent parametric fan cowls. The ESDU prediction uses fi f = 0.546
as it cannot assess of MDR for other values.
This confirms that at least for the chosen design variables,
the parametric fan cowl geometry can exceed the predictions of
established preliminary design methods, based on the same in-
put data. The fact that the initial forebody radius variable is not
restricted allows changes to the drag characteristics while keep-
ing the main dimensions of the fan cowl constant. This can be
more fully seen by regarding the drag maps for the three different
designs, which are shown in Figure 11.
It can be seen that while spillage at low Mach numbers as
well as the wave drag rise are slightly modified by the varia-
tion in design, the strongest effect is on conditions with low
MFCR at transonic Mach numbers. While the two smaller fi f
settings (case A and B) result in almost equal reference drag, the
spillage behaviour suffers at the lower setting, producing an in-
crease of spillage drag at moderate transonic Mach numbers. In
case C, the reference drag increases but the interaction between
spillage and wave drag at high Mach numbers and low MFCR
is changed. Onset of transonic spillage drag at moderate tran-
sonic Mach numbers is delayed to about Mach 0.7 (0.6 to 0.65 in
the other two cases), but spillage increases steadily with increas-
ing Mach number. At M=0.83, MFCR 0.6, cowl C produces
9% more drag than cowl B. Likewise, drag rise Mach number
increases as MFCR is reduced, and both drag rise fronts blend
smoothly rather than meeting at an angle as in the first two cases.
This observation is in line with the fact that airfoil shapes tend to
have more steady characteristics around maximum lift with in-
creasing nose radius, at the cost of higher drag at low incidences.
Overall, it has been shown that given the same input vari-
ables, the CFD analysis of the parametric geometry shows con-
siderably better performance than the established PD method.
Whereas the PD method only has limited abilities to regard the
effect of changes to initial forebody radii, the parametric geom-
etry can use it as an additional degree of freedom which can
8
FIGURE 11: CFD drag maps for the parametric nacelles gener-
ated from the three sets of design variables.
be used to influence some of the drag characteristics by mak-
ing trade-offs between drag rise and transonic spillage. It was
found that the proposed parametric fan cowl geometry performs
best at initial forebody radii well above the standard forebody
radius of an equivalent NACA1 forebody. This has been docu-
mented [9], but no updated PD method for transonic performance
estimates has been published so far. In the investigated case, the
best-performing fan cowl uses a 46% higher initial forebody ra-
dius than the equivalent NACA1 forebody.
Parametric representation of existing design
The open-source through-flow-nacelle (TFN) of the Com-
mon Research Model (CRM) [18, 19] was used as the basis for
a comparison of the proposed parametric fan cowl type with an
existing design. The fan cowl sideline was extracted from the
three-dimensional TFN geometry and used for a CFD analysis.
The main dimensions shown in Figure 3 were extracted,used to
construct a fan cowl shape using the parametric approach intro-
duced in this paper, and nacelle drag determined via CFD. For
comparison, the ESDU preliminary design method [1] was ap-
plied to predict nacelle drag using the same input variables.
Geometry The side-line section and all required vari-
ables were extracted from the available TFN geometry [19]. For
initial forebody radius, curvature analysis did not find a definite
value, therefore a value was chosen which lines up the forebody
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TABLE 4: Non-dimensional design variables extracted from the
CRM through-flow nacelle sideline section
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the original and the recon-
structed parametric geometry. It can be seen how the use of just
the six main parameters of the nacelle profile results in a shape
that closely resembles the original. The largest difference is a
deviation of 0.011m on the rear part of the fan cowl, about 0.6%
of local radius.
In a preliminary design context, this deviation means that
the parametric geometry provides a conservative estimate about
the internal volume available for auxiliary units or a thrust re-
verser. Aerodynamically, it means that the parametric geometry
must have reduced curvature on the rear part, compared to the
original. This could be brought closer in line by moving the lo-
cation of maximum radius back, thus lengthening the forebody.
However, the goal of the study is not to fit an existing geometry
but rather to test whether the parametric fan cowl is able to rep-
resent an existing design’s aerodynamic properties based on the
main dimensions. For this reason, the design variables were not













FIGURE 12: Comparison of the original geometry of the CRM
TFN sideline and the equivalent fan cowl line constructed using
the parametric geometry.
Aerodynamic Performance The ability of the CFD
model based on the parametric geometry nacelle to match the
aerodynamic properties of the TFN fan cowl was tested by com-
paring the drag evaluated by CFD for both the original geometry
and the parametric model, across the space of operating condi-
tions. To ensure comparable intake conditions, the original CRM
fan cowl geometry was joined with the intake and datum noz-
zle geometry used for the parametric reconstruction. Figure 13
shows the drag maps for both geometries.
Both the overall drag levels and the shape of the drag maps
are very similar between the two shapes, however some differ-
ences can be observed. The sharp increase of spillage drag at
transonic Mach numbers starts at a slightly higher Mach number
later (M= 0.6 compared to M=0.54) for the parametric geome-
try, but increases more with rising Mach number. At Mach 0.8,
both fan cowls have almost equal spillage characteristics. Above
this, the parametric nacelle has a smaller spillage margin than
the original. Considering the influence of initial forebody radius
seen in Figure 11, these differences may well be further reduced
by adjusting this variable.
Within a preliminary design context, the differences be-
tween both cases can be considered to be very small. To quan-
tify this, a drag rise curve and two spillage curves (variations in
MFCR) were generated in the ESDU preliminary design code
and compared to the CFD data. All following figures in this sec-
tion show drag compared to the reference drag, using the original
geometry’s reference as baseline for all CFD data, and the refer-
ence drag predicted by ESDU 81024 [1] for the output of the
preliminary design code. The same set-up is used for all compar-
isons between CFD and ESDU-81024 predictions.
The spillage curve at Mach 0.5 shown in Figure 14 shows
that the parametric geometry has consistently less drag than the
original (about 1.3% of reference drag), and follows the latter at
FIGURE 13: Drag maps of the reconstructed parametric (top) and
the original (bottom) fan cowl geometry
almost constant offset. The ESDU-81024 prediction shows an
increase in almost equal to the original fan cowl geometry, but
also a very sharp increase in spillage drag at MFCR=0.55. This is
related to the concept of “critical Mass-flow capture ratio” in the
nacelle drag model used for the ESDU code [1], which assumes
that at a certain MFCR the flow on the nacelle will separate and
cause a large increase in drag. Large-scale separations were not















FIGURE 14: Comparison of spillage drag, at M=0.5 for the origi-
nal and the reconstructed parametric shape, as well as predictions
by the preliminary design code.
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Figure 15 shows the drag rise curves at MFCR=0.75 and
cruise Reynolds number. It can be seen that while the parametric
geometry provides a slightly lower drag rise Mach number (by
about 0.008), it has slightly lower drag below drag rise, by about
2%. The deviation of 0.008 in drag rise Mach number is the most
significant difference between both fan cowls in terms of prelim-
inary design, as it determines the maximum cruise Mach number
at which a nacelle can be used. When using the parametric geom-
etry and CFD process as a pure prediction tool, this deviation has
relevance, although a preliminary design tool would be expected
to be conservative. It should also be noted that the drag rise Mach
number of the reconstructed design was achieved without any de-
sign work. The comparison of different initial forebody radii in
previous sections has shown that a modest change to this variable
alone may account for much of the observed difference. Regard-
ing the lower-order model, the preliminary design code predicts
drag rise at M=0.83, an error of 0.03. This can be attributed
to the code’s inability to regard other geometries than NACA1-
forebodies at transonic Mach numbers, which limits the drag rise
Mach numbers which can be achieved. The drag increase rela-
tive to reference drag predicted by the PD method is similar to














FIGURE 15: Comparison of drag rise curves for the original and
the reconstructed parametric shape, at mid-cruise mass-flow cap-
ture ratio of 0.75, and prediction of the ESDU preliminary design
method.
The spillage behaviour at transonic conditions is compared
in Figure 16. The top graph shows curves at a constant Mach
number of 0.82, below the drag rise predicted by the preliminary
design code. The ESDU 81024 method predicts very little drag
increase above MFCR=0.5, then but very strong increase at lower
MFCR. In fact, the curve is almost equal to the one at M=0.5 in
Figure 14. It can be seen that neither a sharp break in the spillage
drag curve nor a similarity to the spillage curves at M=0.5 is re-
flected in the CFD results of either of the geometries. At M=0.85,
the prediction of the preliminary design code cannot be usefully
interpreted since the PD code assumes that the nacelle was al-
ready past wave drag rise. Between the two sets of CFD data,
the parametric nacelle shows almost exactly the same drag as the
original at MFCR=0.75 but has a slightly steeper drag increase.
This results in a maximum deviation at around MFCR=0.55, of
4% at M=0.82 and 5% at M=0.85. At even lower MFCR, this




































FIGURE 16: Comparison of spillage curves at M=0.82 (top) and
M=0.85(bottom) for the original and the reconstructed paramet-
ric shape.
The observed differences in drag characteristic between the
two fan cowl geometries are remarkably small. Overall drag rise
Mach number and subsonic spillage are known to correlate rea-
sonably well with the main dimensions of a fan cowl, such as
thickness and length of the forebody. However, such correlations
are hard to make for the specifics of drag increase at conditions
when both wave drag and spillage are relevant, since the location
of shocks depends on the specifics of curvature distribution. The
parametric fan cowl is able to mimic the drag characteristics in
far off-design conditions, only based on the main geometry mea-
sures shown in Table 1, and provides lower reference drag than
the original design, without any design work.
The results show that it is possible to replicate the drag char-
acteristics of a nacelle with good accuracy without any design
work. This makes the parametric geometry not only a good con-
cept for scenarios which require performance estimates based on
a small number of input variables, but also as a starting point for
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more detailed design, before moving on to full design optimisa-
tion with a larger number of design variables.
CONCLUSIONS
A parametric fan cowl shape was defined by 6 intuitive de-
sign variables as a tool to study preliminary design problems.
It was complemented by a parametric intake geometry to allow
CFD simulation of the flow over resulting nacelle geometries.
The automated CFD process can simulate 224 operating condi-
tions in less than 12 hours on a single compute node. This pro-
vides sufficient turnaround times for design space exploration.
The parametric geometry was shown to represent the aero-
dynamic properties of an existing nacelle design, based only on
the 6 main geometry variables. It matches the properties of a
through-flow nacelle (TFN) [18] with a maximum deviation of
just 5%. At least for nacelles of similar proportions, the pre-
sented parametric shape can thus be regarded as representative
of existing designs, both in terms of aerodynamic and geometric
properties.
Predictions from the ESDU 81024 preliminary nacelle de-
sign code [1] in the transonic range are based on NACA1-type
nacelles and show a much worse transonic performance, for
all cases investigated. This underlines that the NACA1-type
fan cowls are inadequate to represent modern-day transonic na-
celles. Even at low Mach numbers, where the ESDU code uses a
database which extends beyond the NACA1 forebody, the pro-
posed parametric fan cowl shows lower spillage drag and no
sharp drag increase from separation as predicted by the prelimi-
nary design code.
While these conclusions are subject to verification across a
larger design space, the proposed parametric geometry and the
associated CFD process appear to be suited as the basis for an
improved preliminary design method, and as a tool for fast design
space exploration.
The parametric CFD model links the main intuitive design
variables of a nacelle to aerodynamic performance and changes
in flow field topology and pressure distribution. This gives it
some use beyond design space exploration, as a tool to study and
understand nacelle aerodynamics in general. Given verification
across a larger design space, the parametric shape may also be
useful in cases where a placeholder geometry is needed to repre-
sent a realistic nacelle in a CFD simulation, without the time for
an in-depth design.
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